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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW 
August 11, 2022 
 
TAYLOR PENDRITH  ( -4) 
 
 
Q.  This is your first time playing this course, right? 
 
TAYLOR PENDRITH:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  So first time at TPC Southwind, first time in the FedExCup Playoffs, off to a hot 
start with those three birdies. Just what was your initial experience on the course? 
 
TAYLOR PENDRITH:  Yeah, it was obviously a good start. The course is playing a little 
different than it was earlier in the week, it's a little softer, so I hit a lot of drivers today and 
thought I drove it pretty well. Was in the first cut a lot, but it didn't really hurt me and was 
able to keep it going. There's some tricky holes out there, especially on the back nine. So 
yeah, overall I'm pleased with the start. 
 
Q.  Just take me back a couple weeks with your strong finish, obviously Detroit and 
prior coming back from injury, like what are you most surprised about of coming back 
so strong? 
 
TAYLOR PENDRITH:  Yeah, I guess No. 1 thing is I'm super excited to be playing again. 
Healthy finally, so I've been able to put some nice round together, but I'm really enjoying 
playing golf, having a lot of fun. Yeah, Detroit was great to get in the mix and to have a 
chance on Sunday was really cool, especially being my third week I guess back from a 
fourth-month break. Learned a lot from that experience and played pretty well last week and 
just kind of keep the momentum going, and obviously I'm off to a good start again. 
 
Q.  A lot's been said about the rookie class this season. Was there any motivation 
seeing fellow rookies playing so well with now so many here in the FedExCup? 
 
TAYLOR PENDRITH:  Yeah, honestly, it seems like every week there's one of us rookies at 
the top of the leaderboard, which is great to see. We had two years on the Korn Ferry Tour, 
so I think it really prepared us for out here and obviously it's showing with a ton of them here 
this week. Super strong class and I'm happy that I can be in the mix sometimes. 
 
Q.  Lastly, game plan going into tomorrow? 
 
TAYLOR PENDRITH:  I'm just going to go home and rest, get out of the heat and try and do 
it again. Got to drive it well here and hit your irons well, so if I can do kind of more of the 
same as today, should be pretty good.  
 
 


